**RN Robertson Refurb Update**

**THINGS TO NOTICE THIS WEEK:**

**SHORT TERM PROGRAMME**
- Level 3 has walls plastered and is getting its first coat of paint
- Level 2 has frames and sheet up and most services are working on this level
- Level 1 has all framing complete and will soon be main area of work
- Ceilings are due to start up soon
- Some cool rooms are already in

**TO NOTE THIS WEEK**

**Noise** General construction noise is expected to continue throughout the project.

**Chillers in CEF** have been repaired but there is still a risk associated with running these reused chillers (owned by ANU). CC have determined that if we change them now it will still require a cutover later meaning double the downtime. To minimise the downtime we will be maintaining these chillers until final cutover which will still require a shutdown. More details on this required shutdown to be provided ASAP.

**Overall Programme** will shift due to a few changes in design. ANU have decided to purchase all new fume hoods to be installed to the building, which is a better long term result but does impact the building programme due to lead times of FH and the commissioning required. ANU have also deliberated on a decision and now chosen to change the security system from Salto to Aperio, this delay will have programme impacts but will deliver a more holistic and fully integrated security system for ANU moving forward.

**Scaffold** will be removed from certain facades so you will start to see more of the building.

**Landscaping** will commence in August meaning access around the building will change.

---

Website updates can be found here: [https://services.anu.edu.au/planning-governance/project-management/rn-robertson-refurbishment](https://services.anu.edu.au/planning-governance/project-management/rn-robertson-refurbishment)